
THNWA       Neighbourhood Watch Reporting Sheet 

Put on this sheet any incidences you wish the police to investigate quoting date, time and nature of complaint including description of people, place, name (if 

known) car number plates etc.  When complete you can hand this in to any police station, or take pic and send per email to admin@thnwa.london 

Date Time Incident, please don’t forget names of house, street , person description 

   

   

   

Mmailing list 
yes/no 

Remain 

anonymous tick 

Name Phone Email Address Already existing ref 

number if known 

       

You do not need to give your personal details if you wish to remain anonymous. Charity Registration 1194477 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The importance of taking notes! 

 

Often we see things that we find a reason for concern but could not quite call 999 to report it or know that by the time police arrives, the perpetrators will be gone. 

 

If it’s a repetitive problem you can help the police by writing down the details of those whose behaviour concerns you. 

 

In any case, never shout, swear or make aggressive gestures towards persons, whose behaviour concerns you. 

 

You may find it helpful to make motes on the reporting sheet after you have called the police to write down further details that may be helpful for police to investigate 

the matter you report. Details like eye or hair colour, height, style and colour of clothing, type of car, number plates. Recording chains of events, times dates, are 

always important. It can be hard to note this down when you are in an emotional state but remember the more details you provide the faster the matter can be 

investigated and resolved. 

 

It can be distressing when nothing seems to happen after you first reported a problem and you may have to take down details for quite a while but it will help to 

resolve a concern. 

 

You may consult your local Crime Prevention Officer by contacting the Met in your local area for advice.  

 

The Tower Hamlets Neighbourhood Watch Association has monthly drop-in meetings to help with advice and Neighbourhood Watch materials for you. 

 

The website address is https://towerhamletsneighbourhoodwatch.wordpress.com/  email: admin@thnwa.london Twitter: https://twitter.com/thnwa  

 

All information provided will be handled in strictest confidence. 

 

To start or join a Neighbourhood Watch scheme please visit https://ourwatch.org.uk  

 

Tower Hamlets Neighbourhood Watch Association Registered CIO Charity 1194477 
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